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1.1 Introduction
Astronomy is considered by many to be the oldest science. Since long before 
the invention of the telescope, human beings have been looking at the stars. 
The word astronomy (ǝ-strä’-nǝ-mē) comes from the Greek word aster which 
means “star” and the Greek word nomas which means “to assign, distribute, or 
arrange.” The word astronomy literally means “to assign or arrange the stars.” 
Astronomers are scientists who assign names to all the celestial (sǝ-les’-chǝl) 
bodies in space, including stars, and study how they exist and move in space. 

1.2 Early Astronomers

The earliest recorded history reveals an interest in the stars. Cave drawings 
show primitive humans recording observations from the skies, and later 
the Babylonians (ba-bǝ-lō’-nyǝnz) recorded detailed planetary positions, 
eclipses, and other astronomical observations. Egyptian and Greek observers 
expanded on the information collected by the Babylonians. The alignment of 
the pyramids with the 
North Star suggests that 
the Egyptians acquired 
sophisticated abilities 
to observe the sky. The 
Ancient Greeks were the 
first astronomers to add 
mathematics to astronomy. 

Many early civilizations 
used the stars and the 
movements of celestial 
bodies as tools to measure 
time. The Sumerians 
(sü-mer’-ē-ǝnz) of 
Babylonia used the phases 
of the Moon to create the 
first lunar calendar, and 
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the Egyptians, Greeks, and 
Romans copied and revised this 
calendar. Today our calendar 
is derived directly from the 
Sumerian calendar and is 
connected to the monthly and 
yearly orbits of the Moon 
and Earth. On the other side 
of the ocean, the Incan and 
Mayan civilizations created 
sophisticated calendars by 
observing the planetary cycles. 
The Mayan calendar is circular 
and has aspects that relate 
the movement of the Sun, 
Moon and planets.

Early astronomers named individual stars as well as groups of stars that 
form constellations (kän-stǝ-
lā’-shǝnz). A constellation is any 
group of stars that fit together 
to form a pattern in the 
night sky. Some of the major 
constellations that come from 
Greek mythology are familiar 
to many people. Orion (ǝ-rī’-ǝn) 
the Hunter is a constellation 
of stars that can be seen from 
the northern hemisphere from 
December through March. Orion 
has a “belt” of three bright stars 
in a straight row. Once the “belt” 
is located, it is easy to find the 
“club” and “shield” by looking for Orion
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neighboring stars.  

The constellation names derived from Greek mythology have changed very 
little since 1000 BC (BCE). There are currently 88 constellations that are 
recognized by the International Astronomical Union (IAU), and over half of 
those were observed by the ancient Greeks! 

1.3 Modern Astronomers 

Today, astronomers can see many more stars than their ancient predecessors 
could. Modern astronomers 
can also see details about 
the planets and stars that 
were not visible in ancient 
times. 

In Chapter 2 we will look 
closely at the tools a 
modern astronomer uses 
to look at celestial bodies. 
Telescopes, radios, and 
cameras are just some 
of the tools astronomers 
use when studying the 
planets and stars. Modern 
astronomers also use 
chemistry and physics to 
understand astronomical 
data. Understanding how 
planets move requires 
knowing the physics behind gravity, inertia, and mass. Understanding how stars 
give off heat and light energy requires knowing the chemistry behind nuclear 
reactions. And understanding how the Sun affects our weather requires 
knowledge of magnetic and electric fields. Modern astronomers not only 
have sophisticated tools to explore the universe, they also have centuries of 
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complicated mathematics, chemistry, and physics to help them understand how 
the universe works.  

1.4 Changing Views of the Cosmos
The practice of astronomy changed dramatically after the invention of the 
telescope, a scientific tool that uses lenses to magnify distant objects. In 
the 1600’s Galileo (ga-lǝ-lā’-ō), an Italian scientist considered to be the first 
modern astronomer, used the telescope to look at the planets. Galileo was also 
able to see the moons of Jupiter and the rotation of the Sun. Based on his 
observations, Galileo confirmed a radical new view of the cosmos (käz’-mōs). 
The cosmos, or solar system, includes our Sun and the planets around it.

In ancient times most people believed that the Earth was the center of the 
universe. These ancients believed that the planets and the Sun moved in a 
circular orbit, or path, around the Earth. This view of the world is called 
geocentric (jē-ō-sen’-trik). Geo comes from the Greek word ge which means 
“earth” or “land”and centric comes from the Greek word kentron which means 

Geocentric Cosmos
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“point” or “center.” A geocentric view is one that considers the Earth as the 
true center of the universe. 
It is not hard to understand why this view was held. Stepping outside at any 
given time of the day and observing the motion of the Sun, it looks like the 
Sun rotates around the Earth. A geocentric view of the universe was first 
proposed by Aristotle (a’-rǝ-stä-tǝl) (384-322 BC [BCE]) and was the dominant 
belief held by most people for many centuries. 

However, not everyone agreed with Aristotle. Aristarchus of Samos (a-rǝ-
stär’-kǝs of sā’-mäs), who lived from 310-230 BC (BCE), was an expert Greek 
astronomer and mathematician who did not believe that the Sun and planets 
revolved around the Earth. He was the first to propose a heliocentric (hē-lē-
ō-sen’-trik) cosmos. The word heliocentric comes from the Greek word helios 

Heliocentric Cosmos
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which means “sun.” A heliocentric cosmos is a view of the universe with the 
Sun as the central point and the Earth and planets orbiting the Sun. 
Although today we know that Aristarchus was right, his proposal was rejected 
by his colleagues because it seemed to contradict everyday observation. If 
the Earth was not stable (central and not moving), how did everything not 
bolted down keep from flying off the Earth as it rotated around the Sun? 
The physics of Aristotle was the scientific consensus view during Aristarchus’ 
lifetime and that meant that a heliocentric cosmos would have violated the 
laws of physics! It was almost 2000 years before the idea of a heliocentric 
cosmos was reintroduced by Nicolaus Copernicus (kō-pǝr’-ni-kǝs) (1473-1543) 
and confirmed by the scientific observations of Galileo.  

Today, astronomers do not believe in a geocentric cosmos and know that our 
Earth orbits the Sun and that we live in a heliocentric solar system. Modern 
technologies, a deeper understanding of physics, and a willingness to challenge 
prevailing scientific theories were needed before the geocentric view could be 
replaced by the more accurate heliocentric view of the cosmos.   

1.5 Summary

• Astronomy is the field of science that studies celestial bodies and how 
they exist and move in space.  

• Early astronomers were able to map the movements of the planets and 
stars and used celestial motions to create calendars. 

• Modern astronomers use chemistry and physics together with modern 
technologies to study the universe. 

• Ancient peoples once believed in a geocentric cosmos, or Earth-centered 
universe. Today we know that we live in a heliocentric solar system with 
the Sun at the center.
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3.1 Introduction
Now that we know what astronomy is and what tools astronomers use to 
examine the stars in the sky, we can start looking at celestial objects in space. 
The first object in space that we will explore is Earth itself. 

What is the shape of the Earth? Is it flat, round, elliptical? Where does the 
Earth sit with respect to the larger universe? Is it in the middle, off to the 
side, on the outer edge? In this chapter we will explore these questions and 
others as we examine the Earth in space. 

3.2 The Earth in Space
The ancient Greeks 
understood that 
the Earth is a ball, 
or spherical mass. 
The best evidence 
in ancient times 
for the Earth being 
spherical came from 
the observation that 
a circular shadow is 
cast during a lunar 
eclipse. The ancient 
Greeks could see the 
curvature of Earth 
from its shadow on 
the Moon.

However, it was only within the last 100 years that we have been able to 
photograph the Earth in space. The very first pictures of Earth as seen from 
space were taken in 1946 by a group of scientists in New Mexico. These 
scientists attached a 35 millimeter camera to a missile and launched the 
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missile 65 miles into space. The missile came crashing down, but the film was 
protected in a tough metal container. The crude black and white photos showed 
the curvature of the Earth and marked a new era for space exploration.

Earth is a planet. The word planet comes from the Greek word planetai which 
means “wanderer.” A planet is a large spherical object or celestial body that 
“wanders” in space. To qualify as a planet, a celestial body must orbit a sun, 
must have enough mass to have its own gravity, and must have cleared its 
orbit of other celestial bodies. Because Earth “wanders,” or moves in space, 
around the Sun, is massive enough to have its own gravity, and also has 
cleared its orbit, Earth qualifies as a planet. 

At the equator, Earth is 12,756 kilometers (7,926 miles) in diameter. Between 
the North Pole and the South Pole it is 12,714 kilometers (7,900 miles) in 
diameter. You can see that Earth is not a perfect sphere but is slightly larger 
in one dimension. 
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Earth sits on a tilted axis, which is the imaginary line around which the Earth 
rotates. Having a tilted axis means that the North and South Poles are not 
straight up and down in relation to the Earth’s orbit around the Sun. If you 
were to look at the planetary axis, you would see that the poles are tilted 
about 23 degrees from center. This deviation from perpendicular is called 
orbital obliquity (ō-bli’-kwǝ-tē). Orbital obliquity, the tilt of Earth’s axis, gives 
us the seasons.

As the Earth spins, or rotates, on its axis, different parts of the Earth face 
toward or away from the Sun. The Earth actually makes one full rotation 
around its axis in slightly less than 24 hours, at 23.93 hours. This rotation on a 
roughly 24 hour cycle gives us our days and nights. 

During different seasons of the year, the North and South Poles get more 
sunlight or less sunlight than the areas around the equator because the tilt 
of the axis points a pole toward or away from the Sun. Because of this, the 
poles can have nearly 24 hours of sunlight or 24 hours of darkness. So, not all 
days and nights are equal everywhere on the planet.  

Orbital obliquity—the tilt of the Earth’s axis
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3.3 The Earth and the Moon 

The Earth has one moon. A moon is any celestial body that orbits a planet. A 
moon is also called a natural satellite. The word moon comes from the Greek 
word menas which means month. The Moon orbits the Earth and completes 
one orbit every 27 days (roughly one month), hence its name — the “Moon.”

The Moon can be seen from Earth because the Moon reflects light from the 
Sun. As the Moon orbits the Earth and as both the Earth and the Moon orbit 
the Sun, the appearance of the Moon changes. We call these changes phases. 

In the first phase, on Day 0, the Moon is called a new moon. The new moon 
occurs when the Moon is between the Earth and the Sun. Only the back side 
of the Moon is illuminated by the Sun, so from Earth the Moon looks dark.

Phases of the Moon
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As the Moon continues to orbit the Earth, by Day 4 it enters the next phase 
called the waxing crescent moon. From Earth, only a small portion of the 
Moon appears illuminated and is crescent shaped. By Day 7 the Moon moves 
to the next phase and appears half-illuminated, This is called the first quarter 
moon, or “half-moon.” A few days later, on Day 10, the Moon moves to the 
waxing gibbous (ji’-bǝs) phase. A gibbous moon is between a full moon and a 
quarter moon. The word gibbous means “marked 
by convexity or swelling,” so a gibbous moon is a 
moon that looks “swollen.”

By Day 14, the Moon enters the full moon 
phase. The Moon is now on the opposite side of 
the Earth  from the Sun and is seen with full 
illumination. A few days later, by Day 18, the 
Moon becomes a waning gibbous moon. Then, by 
Day 22, it enters the next to last phase, the 
last quarter moon, when the Moon is again half-
illuminated, but now the illumination appears on 
the opposite side from the first quarter moon. 
Finally, by Day 26 the Moon enters the last 
phase, becoming a waning crescent moon. By Day 
30 the Moon is back to being a new moon and 
the cycle repeats.

The Moon and the Earth interact with each other through long range 
gravitational forces. Recall from Focus On Middle School Physics that any 
object that has mass (the property that makes matter resist being moved) 
also has gravitational force (the force exerted by objects on one another). 
Your body has mass and also a small amount of gravitational force. But 
because you are very small compared to the Earth, your gravitational force 
does not affect the Earth. 

The Moon is much bigger than you. But it has much less mass than the Earth 
and therefore has less gravitational force. However, the Moon has enough mass 
to create a gravitational pull on the Earth.  

Phases of the Moon
 Image credit: NASA/nasaimages.org
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The Moon has dramatic effects on Earth. For example, the Moon is believed 
to stabilize Earth’s rotation and the tilt of its axis. Without a moon, the Earth 
might swing more dramatically between degrees of obliquity, unable to maintain 
an average tilt of 23 degrees. If the Earth tilted more or less dramatically, 
this could result in extreme or even catastrophic seasons. 

The Moon also contributes to the rise and fall of ocean tides. Ocean tides 
on Earth are created in part by the gravitational forces exerted by the Moon. 
The Moon (together with the Sun) pulls on the Earth’s center, which creates 
two tidal bulges. As the Earth rotates on its own axis, these bulges are 
dragged along the Earth’s surface, causing the sea level to rise and fall, thus 
creating tides.   

3.4 The Earth and the Sun
The Sun is a celestial body in space. It provides the Earth with power. The Sun 
is like a big battery that never runs out, continuously giving us energy in the 
form of light and heat. From this energy, life is possible. Without the Sun there 
would be no plants, animals, reptiles, fish, or even microbes. All of life requires 
energy in order to move, grow, eat, and reproduce. Every chemical reaction 

Creation of tides by the Moon
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in your body requires energy, and it is 
ultimately the Sun’s energy that powers 
the chemical reactions in your body.  

Not only does the Sun power our planet, it 
also interacts with Earth, affecting tides, 
weather, and even our magnetic field. We 
saw in the last section how the Moon 
pulls on the Earth causing tides in our 
oceans. The Sun also pulls on the Earth 
causing tidal activity. 

Did you know that “space weather” affects our own weather on Earth? It’s 
easy to forget that Earth is not a closed system. We are a blue ball in space, 
interacting with other space objects like planets and the Sun. The Sun affects 
our planet in major ways, and one way is the weather. 

A sun storm; interaction of a sun storm with Earth; and an aurora seen 
in Alaska (July 14, 2000)                                              Photo Credit: NASA/nasaimages.org

Solar Storm Photo Credit: 
NASA/nasaimages.org
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Weather can be tough to predict on Earth. You might not think that a solar 
storm on the Sun could cause a storm on our planet, yet this is exactly what 
happens. Earth’s weather is caused by temperature and moisture variations in 
different places. When the Sun has a solar storm and a burst of heat escapes, 
we get a rise in temperature on Earth, which can then create storms. 
The Sun also interacts with Earth’s atmosphere causing auroras (ǝ-rôr’-ǝz), 
which are sometimes called northern lights and southern lights. Auroras are 
caused by solar storms that charge particles in space. These charged particles 
get trapped by Earth’s magnetic field. When this happens, they pass through 
our atmosphere and give off light as they release energy. 

3.5 Eclipses
There are two types of eclipses that can occur. A lunar eclipse occurs when 
the Moon passes directly behind the Earth and the Earth blocks the Sun’s 
rays from illuminating the Moon. The Moon is darkened as the Sun’s rays are 
blocked and the Earth’s shadow passes across the Moon.

The other type of eclipse is called a solar eclipse. A solar eclipse occurs when 
the Moon passes between the Sun and the Earth, blocking the Sun’s rays from 
reaching some location on Earth.
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It is tempting to look at a solar eclipse with your naked eye. However, it is 
very dangerous to look at the eclipse directly. Special glasses or projection 
techniques must always be used to view a solar eclipse. 

3.6 Summary

• The Earth is a celestial body, or planet. The word planet means “wanderer.” 
Earth is called a planet because it rotates around the Sun, has enough 
mass to have its own gravity, and has cleared its orbit.

• Earth rotates on a tilted axis. This tilt is called orbital obliquity. The 
rotation of Earth on its axis gives us night and day, and orbital obliquity 
creates the different seasons. 

• The Earth has one moon orbiting it. The Moon stabilizes the tilt and 
rotation of Earth and contributes to the activity of the tides.

• The Earth orbits the Sun. The Sun provides Earth with energy and 
contributes to Earth’s weather and tidal activity. 
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Keeping a Laboratory Notebook
A laboratory notebook is essential for the experimental scientist. In this type 
of notebook, the results of all the experiments are kept together along with 
comments and any additional information that is gathered. For this curriculum, 
you should use this workbook as your laboratory notebook and record your 
experimental observations and conclusions directly on its pages, just as a real 
scientist would.

The experimental section for each chapter is pre-written. The exact format 
of a notebook may vary among scientists, but all experiments written in a 
laboratory notebook have certain essential parts. For each experiment, a 
descriptive but short Title is written at the top of the page along with the Date 
the experiment is performed. Below the title, an Objective and a Hypothesis 
are written. The objective is a short statement that tells something about why 
you are doing the experiment, and the hypothesis is the predicted outcome. 
Next, a Materials List is written. The materials should be gathered before the 
experiment is started.

Following the Materials List, the Experiment is written. The sequence of steps 
for the experiment is written beforehand, and any changes should be noted 
during the experiment. All of the details of the experiment are written in 
this section. All information that might be of some importance is included. 
For example, if you are to measure 1 cup of water for an experiment, but you 
actually measured 1 1/4 cup, this should be recorded. It is hard sometimes to 
predict the way in which even small variations in an experiment will affect the 
outcome, and it is easier to track a problem if all of the information is recorded. 

The next section is the Results section. Here you will record your experimental 
observations. It is extremely important that you be honest about what is 
observed. For example, if the experimental instructions say that a solution 
will turn yellow, but your solution turned blue, you must record blue. You may 
have done the experiment incorrectly, or you might have discovered a new and 
interesting result, but either way, it is very important that your observations be 
honestly recorded.  

Finally, the Conclusions should be written. Here you will explain what the 
observations may mean. You should try to write only valid conclusions. It is 
important to learn to think about what the data actually show and what cannot 
be concluded from the experiment.  
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Experiment 1: Constellations    Date:

Objective 

Hypothesis

Materials

pencil
flashlight

Results

 In the evening on a clear night go outside and, without using a 
compass, locate “north.” To do this you will need to find the Big Dipper. 
The Big Dipper is a set of stars that form the shape of a “dipping 
spoon.” (The Big Dipper is not an official constellation but is called an 
asterism — a small group of stars.) The two stars on the end of the 
dipping spoon point to the star Polaris. 

Polaris

Big Dipper

Big Dipper

Polaris
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 Polaris is the “North Star,” and when you turn towards Polaris, you are 
pointing “north.” It doesn’t matter in which direction the Big Dipper is 
pointing, the two end stars always point to the North Star. The North 
Star is the only star in the sky that doesn’t move (much). All of the 
constellations appear to move around the North Star. Once you find 
the North Star you can find nearby constellations.

	Now that you have found the 
North Star, try to find the 
constellation called the “Little 
Dipper.” 

 Polaris forms the end of the 
handle of the Little Dipper.

      Draw the Little Dipper constellation as you observe it. 

Polaris

Little Dipper
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	Try to locate the “Dragon.” The Dragon constellation is between the 
Big Dipper and Little Dipper. 

	On the following page, draw the Dragon constellation as you see it.  
	Count the stars in the Dragon constellation in the image above. 

Compare this number with the number of stars you’ve recorded for 
the Dragon. 

Little Dipper

Big Dipper

Dragon

head
feet

tail

Polaris
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	Record your physical location, city, state, or country, whether you are 
in the Northern or Southern Hemisphere, and the month. 

Location

Hemisphere
Month

      Draw the Dragon constellation as you observe it. 
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Conclusions

Summarize how easy or difficult it was to find the North Star, the Big 
Dipper asterism, and the two constellations — the Little Dipper and the 
Dragon. What role, if any, does your physical location and the month you 
made these observations have on your results?
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Review

Answer the following:

 ` The word astronomy comes from the Greek word __________ which 
means _____________ and the Greek word ____________ which 
means __________________.

 ` The word astronomy means ______________________________.

 ` The word geocentric comes from the Greek word __________ which 
means ____________ and the Greek word _____________ which 
means _______. 

 ` The word geocentric means ______________________________.

 ` The word heliocentric comes from the Greek word _________ which 
means _____________ and the Greek word ____________ which 
means __________________.

 ` The word heliocentric means _____________________________.

 ` A constellation is ______________________________________
__________________________________________________.

 ` The North Star is also called _____________________________.
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Experiment 3: Lunar and Solar Eclipses Date:

Objective 

Hypothesis

Materials

basketball
ping-pong ball
flashlight
empty toilet paper tube
tape
scissors
a dark room 

Experiment

 In this experiment you will observe the difference between lunar and 
solar eclipses. 

	In a dark room, place the basketball on top of one end of a toilet 
paper tube that is sitting upright on the floor. The toilet paper tube 
will hold the basketball in place. 

	With the flashlight, walk several feet away from the basketball. Turn 
on the flashlight, and point it towards the basketball. While keeping 
the basketball illuminated, lay the flashlight on the floor.

	Holding the ping-pong ball, adjust it so that the ping-pong ball is 
between the flashlight and the illuminated basketball. Note the 
shadow that is cast on the basketball. 
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	Move the ping-pong ball up until there is no shadow on the 
basketball. 

	Now lower the ping-pong ball until there is no shadow on the 
basketball. 

�	Move the ping-pong ball in an “orbit” around the basketball. Observe 
where the ping-pong ball needs to be in order for the basketball to 
cast a shadow on the ping-pong ball. 

�	In the Results section, draw several of the “orbits” that you are 
testing, and note whether or not the ping-pong ball casts a shadow 
on the basketball or the basketball casts a shadow on the ping-
pong ball (see the example below). You will need to spend some time 
“playing” with the ping-pong ball to observe where shadows occur.  

Results

Example

flashlight
shadow

ping-pong ball

no shadow

shadow
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Conclusions

Based on your observations, discuss how a lunar eclipse occurs.

Based on your observations, explain how a solar eclipse occurs. 
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Review

Answer the following:

 ` The word planet comes from the Greek word                         which 
means                                    .

 ` To qualify as a planet, a celestial body must meet the following criteria:

 ` Define orbital obliquity and explain why this gives us seasons. 

 ` The word moon comes from the Greek word                                 
which means                                  . The Moon completes an orbit 
of the Earth every             days.

 ` A lunar eclipse occurs when

 ` A solar eclipse occurs when
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Introduction

A Note From the Author

This curriculum is designed to give students both solid science information and hands-on 
experimentation. The middle school material is geared toward fifth through eighth grades, and 
much of the information in the text is very different from what is taught at this grade level in 
other textbooks. This is a real science textbook, so scientific terms are used throughout. It is not 
important at this time for students to master the terminology, but it is important that they be 
exposed to the real terms used to describe science. 

For students, each chapter has two parts: a reading part in the Focus On Middle School Astronomy 
Student Textbook and an experimental part in the Focus On Middle School Astronomy Laboratory 
Workbook. In this teacher’s manual, an estimate is given for the time needed to complete each 
chapter. It is not important that both the reading portion and the experimental portion be 
concluded in a single sitting. It may be better to have students do these on two separate days, 
depending on the interest level of the child and the energy level of the teacher. Also, questions not 
addressed in the Teacher’s Manual may arise, and extra time may be required to investigate these 
questions before proceeding with the experimental section.

Each experiment is a real science experiment and not just a demonstration. They are designed to 
engage students in actual scientific investigation. The experiments are simple but are written the 
way real scientists actually perform experiments in the laboratory. With this foundation, it is my 
hope that students will eventually begin to think of their own experiments and test their own ideas 
scientifically.

Enjoy!

Rebecca W. Keller, PhD
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How To Use This Manual

Each chapter in this Focus On Middle School Astronomy Teacher’s Manual begins by providing 
additional information for the corresponding chapter in the Focus On Middle School Astronomy 
Student Textbook. This supplementary material is helpful when questions arise while students are 
reading the textbook. It is not necessary for students to learn this additional material since most 
of it is beyond the scope of this level. However, the teacher may find the information helpful when 
answering questions. 

The second part of each chapter in the Teacher’s Manual provides directions for the experiments in 
the Laboratory Workbook as well as answers to the questions asked in each experiment and review 
section. All of the experiments have been tested, but it is not unusual for an experiment to produce 
an unexpected outcome. Usually repeating an experiment helps both student and teacher see what 
might have occurred during the experimental process. Encourage the student to troubleshoot and 
investigate all possible outcomes. However, even repeating an experiment may not produce the 
expected outcome. Do not worry if an experiment produces a different result. Scientists don’t 
always get the expected results when doing an experiment. The important thing is for students to 
learn about the scientific method and to make observations, think about what is taking place, and 
ask questions.

Getting Started

The experimentation process will be easiest if all the materials needed for the experiment are 
gathered together and made ready before beginning. It can be helpful to have a small shelf or 
cupboard or even a plastic bin dedicated to holding most of the necessary chemicals and equipment. 
The following Materials at a Glance chart lists all of the materials needed for each experiment. 
An additional chart lists the materials by type and quantity. A materials list is also provided at the 
beginning of each lesson.
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Laboratory Safety

Most of these experiments use household items. Extra care should be taken while working with all 
materials in this series of experiments. The following are some general laboratory precautions that 
should be applied to the home laboratory:

 � Never put things in your mouth without explicit instructions to do so. This means 
that food items should not be eaten unless tasting or eating is part of the experiment.

 � Wear safety glasses while using glass objects or strong chemicals such as bleach.

 � Wash hands before and after handling all chemicals.

 � Use adult supervision while working with electricity and glassware, and while 
performing any step requiring a stove.
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Materials at a Glance

Experiment 
6

Experiment 
7

Experiment 
8

Experiment 
9

Experiment 
10

the 8 planet models 
from Experiment 5

ruler (in 
centimeters)

pencil
large 1x1 meter 

(3x3 ft.) flat surface 
for drawing (can 
use cardboard 
or construction 
paper)

large open space at 
least 10’ long

push pin
piece of string a 

meter long

pen
paper
your imagination

pen
paper
computer and 

internet service
Google Earth

pen
paper
computer and 

internet service
Google Earth

pen
paper
computer and 

internet service
Google Earth

Experiment 
1

Experiment 
2

Experiment 
3

Experiment 
4

Experiment 
5

pencil
flashlight

2 sticks (used for 
marking)

2 rulers
string
protractor
pencil
square grid or graph 

paper

basketball
ping-pong ball
flashlight
empty toilet paper 

tube
tape
scissors
a dark room

modeling clay: 
gray 
white 
brown 
red

butter knife or 
sculptor’s knife

ruler

modeling clay: 
gray 
white 
brown 
red 
blue 
green 
orange

butter knife or 
sculptor’s knife

ruler
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Materials at a Glance
By type

Equipment Materials Locations

computer and internet service and 
Google Earth

flashlight
knife, butter or sculptor’s
protractor
ruler in centimeters
rulers (2)
scissors

Focus On Middle School Astronomy 
Laboratory Workbook

basketball (1)
modeling clay: 

gray 
white 
brown 
red 
blue 
green 
orange

paper, blank (several sheets)
paper, square grid or graph (several 

sheets)
pen
pencil
ping-pong ball (1)
planet models (8) from 

Experiment 5
push pin (1)
sticks—used for marking (2)
string (several meters)
surface, flat—for drawing, 1x1 meter 

(3x3 ft.), can use cardboard or 
construction paper

tape
toilet paper tube, empty (1)

room, dark
space, large open, at least 10’ long
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Chapter 1: What Is Astronomy?

Time Required

Text reading 30 minutes
Experimental   1 hour

Materials

pencil
flashlight

Overall Objectives 2

1.1 Introduction 2

1.2 Early Astronomers 2

1.3 Modern Astronomers 3

1.4 Changing Views of the Cosmos 4

1.5 Summary 4
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Overall Objectives

This chapter will introduce students to the scientific discipline of astronomy. 
It begins with a brief history of astronomy and discusses how views of 
the cosmos have changed over time. Students should understand that the 
scientific discipline of astronomy began thousands of years ago and that 
modern astronomy utilizes the disciplines of chemistry and physics to study 
the universe.

1.1 Introduction

Astronomy comes from the Greek words aster which means “star” and nomas 
which means “to assign, distribute, or arrange.”

Literally, astronomy means to assign, distribute, or arrange the stars.

Explore open inquiry with the following questions:

• How would you arrange the stars?

• When you observe the stars, what do you see? Are they all the same 
size, shape, color?

• How easy is it to see the stars with your eyes?

• Can you observe any patterns in the stars?

1.2 Early Astronomers

It is difficult to pin down the exact date when people began to observe the 
stars. Some ancient cave dwellings have primitive records showing human 
observations of the night sky from as early as 3500-3000 BC (BCE).

Many early civilizations used the positions of the Sun, Moon, and stars as a 
way to measure time and the changing seasons.

Stars can be observed anywhere in the world; however, constellations 
vary depending on the observer’s location. Because the Earth is spherical, 
constellations seen from the northern hemisphere differ from constellations 
seen from the southern hemisphere.
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Explore open inquiry with the following questions:

• How might the constellations be different if the Earth were flat?

• If you were an early astronomer, how might you use the stars to 
measure time or the passing of seasons?

• Today, how often do people use the stars or the Moon to measure 
time?

• What other ways do modern people use to measure time?

• Which do you think is more accurate, modern timekeeping or 
ancient timekeeping? Why?

1.3 Modern Astronomers

Advances in technology allow modern astronomers to look more closely at 
the celestial bodies seen by ancient astronomers and also to discover many 
more objects in space. Some of the tools that astronomers are now using will 
be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.

It is important for the students to understand that astronomers rely on 
other scientific disciplines such as physics, chemistry, and mathematics to 
help them understand objects in space—how they move, how stars generate 
energy, what celestial bodies are made of, etc. Current scientific knowledge is 
based on a foundation of centuries of scientific thought and experimentation.

Explore open inquiry with the following questions:

• How do you think math and physics help astronomers 
understand planets, stars, and solar systems?

• How does chemistry help astronomers understand how stars 
work?

• Do you think we could have landed on the Moon without math 
or physics?

• Do you think we might be able to fly to another solar system as 
we discover more math and physics? Why or why not?
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1.4 Changing Views of the Cosmos

One of the most important shifts in understanding happened when our view 
of the solar system shifted from geocentric (Earth-centered) to heliocentric 
(Sun-centered).

Changing such a viewpoint is a major contribution of scientific investigation. 
It is important for students to understand how this shift took place and the 
struggle that occurred between individuals with opposing viewpoints.

Explore open inquiry with the following questions:

• If you were an early astronomer and did not have the tools of 
modern astronomy, what might be your observation about how the 
Earth, Sun, and Moon move with respect to each other?

• Do you think it would be easy to believe that the Earth is the center 
of the universe? Why or why not?

• Astronomers like Galileo had to convince others that observing the 
Sun or Moon moving in the sky was not proof that the Earth was 
the center. How hard do you think it is for people to change their 
ideas and trust new data?

1.5 Summary

Discuss with the students the main points of this chapter.

• Astronomy is the field of science that studies celestial bodies. 
Remind students that a celestial body is any object in space, 
such as a planet or star.

• Review the activities of early astronomers and how they used 
the stars and movements of the planets to create calendars 
and to keep time.

• Discuss with the students how modern astronomy 
incorporates the disciplines of chemistry and physics to study 
the universe. Note that chemistry and physics are essential for 
understanding astronomy.

• Lead a discussion about how the entire way of viewing 
the world underwent a major shift when the idea of the 
geocentric cosmos was replaced by that of a heliocentric 
cosmos.
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The goal of this experiment is to 
help students become familiar with 
the night sky, the stars, and several 
constellations.

This is an observational exercise, so 
there is no “Experiment” section

NOTE: This experiment is only 
applicable to locations in the 
northern hemisphere.

Experiment 1: Constellations        Date:

Objective 

Hypothesis

Materials

pencil
flashlight

Results

 In the evening on a clear night go outside and, without using a 
compass, locate “north.” To do this you will need to find the Big Dipper. 
The Big Dipper is a set of stars that form the shape of a “dipping 
spoon.” (The Big Dipper is not an official constellation but is called an 
asterism — a small group of stars.) The two stars on the end of the 
dipping spoon point to the star Polaris. 

Polaris

Big Dipper

Big Dipper

Polaris
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 Polaris is the “North Star,” and when you turn towards Polaris, you are 
pointing “north.” It doesn’t matter in which direction the Big Dipper is 
pointing, the two end stars always point to the North Star. The North 
Star is the only star in the sky that doesn’t move (much). All of the 
constellations appear to move around the North Star. Once you find 
the North Star you can find nearby constellations.

	Now that you have found the 
North Star, try to find the 
constellation called the “Little 
Dipper.” 

 Polaris forms the end of the 
handle of the Little Dipper.

      Draw the Little Dipper constellation as you observe it. 

      (Drawings may vary.)

Polaris

Little Dipper
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	Try to locate the “Dragon.” The Dragon constellation is between the 
Big Dipper and Little Dipper. 

	On the following page, draw the Dragon constellation as you see it.  

	Count the stars in the Dragon constellation in the image above. 
Compare this number with the number of stars you’ve recorded for 
the Dragon. 

Little Dipper

Big Dipper

Dragon

head
feet

tail

Polaris
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	Record your physical location, city, state, or country, whether you are 
in the Northern or Southern Hemisphere, and the month. 

Location

Hemisphere
Month

Draw the Dragon constellation as you observe it. 

(Drawings may vary.)
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Conclusions

Summarize how easy or difficult it was to find the North Star, the Big 
Dipper asterism, and the two constellations — the Little Dipper and the 
Dragon. What role, if any, does your physical location and the month you 
made these observations have on your results?

(Answers will vary.)
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Review

Answer the following:
(Answers may vary.)

 ` The word astronomy comes from the Greek word       aster       which 
means       star           and the Greek word         nomas         which 
means    to assign, distribute, or arrange      .

 ` The word astronomy means          to assign or arrange the stars          .

 ` The word geocentric comes from the Greek word      geo      which 
means       earth       and the Greek word       kentron       which 
means       point or center      .

 ` The word geocentric means           the Earth is the central point          .

 ` The word heliocentric comes from the Greek word     helios     which 
means         sun         and the Greek word        kentron        which 
means      point or center      .

 ` The word heliocentric means         the Sun is the central point         .

 ` A constellation is      a group of stars that fit together to form a pattern      .

 ` The North Star is also called                   Polaris                  .
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Overall Objectives

This chapter will explore the Earth and its position in space. Students will 
learn about the effects of the Earth turning on a tilted axis and the effects of 
Earth’s shape. Students will also learn how the Moon and Sun interact with 
Earth to create stability, weather, and tidal action. This chapter focuses on 
how the Earth is affected by the Moon and Sun. Chapter 4 will discuss the 
Moon and Sun in more detail.

3.1 Introduction

This short introduction stimulates inquiry with questions about the Earth. 
Help the students think about what they know about the Earth and its place 
in space.

Explore open inquiry with the following questions:

• What is the shape of the Earth?

• Is the Earth round, flat, elliptical, shaped like a disk?

• How do you know?

• Is the Earth in the middle of the universe, off to one side, on the 
edge?

3.2 The Earth in Space

The shape and size of the Earth and how it is oriented in space were topics 
of great interest to ancient people. Although there is some controversy about 
whether or not ancient civilizations believed that the Earth is flat, we know 
that some people believed this, and many were nervous about falling off the 
edge of the Earth if they sailed too far from shore. However, other people 
knew that the Earth was not flat, but round. Discuss with the students how it 
might have felt to have lived during ancient times.

Explore open inquiry with the following questions:

• If you lived in ancient times would you think the Earth was flat or 
round?

• What evidence do you have that the Earth is round?

• What evidence do you have that the Earth is flat?

• How could you determine whether the Earth is flat or round?
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The word planet means “wanderer.” Discuss with your students the meaning 
of the word planet and the criteria used to determine which celestial bodies 
are planets. Why does Earth qualify as a planet?

Many people think that the seasons are caused by the Earth’s orbit around 
the Sun. However, seasons are caused by the tilt of the Earth’s axis. Lead a 
discussion about the significance of having a tilted planet and how the tilt 
creates seasons. Also discuss with your students how the rotation of the Earth 
on its axis causes night and day.

Explore open inquiry with the following questions

• Looking at the illustration of the Earth on page 17 of the Student 
Textbook, notice the tilt of Earth on its axis. How extreme do you 
think the seasons are at the poles? How extreme are the seasons at 
the equator?

• How would life on Earth be different if the Earth did not have 
orbital obliquity?

• Do you think the tilt of the Earth has always been the same?

• What do you think would happen to living things if Earth was 
tilted on its side?

3.3 The Earth and the Moon

Although the word for moon comes from the Greek word menas which 
means month, the word moon refers to any celestial body that orbits a planet. 
Note that not all moons orbit their planets monthly even though they are 
called “moons.”

As the Moon rotates around the Earth, it is illuminated by the Sun at different 
angles. Because the Moon does not create its own light but reflects the Sun’s 
light, we see different moon shapes as the Moon is illuminated from these 
different angles. We can divide the various shapes of the illuminated Moon 
into eight different phases:

1. New Moon

2. Waxing Crescent

3. First Quarter

4. Waxing Gibbous

5. Full Moon
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6. Waning Gibbous

7. Last Quarter

8. Waning Crescent

Lead a discussion with the students about the appearance of the Moon 
being a result of the way the Sun reflects off the Moon’s surface and that this 
changes as the Moon orbits Earth.

Exercise: 

Have the students observe the Moon, its size, shape, and 
color, and record their observations for a full month.

The Moon contributes to the creation of tides on Earth. The Moon, having a 
large enough mass, pulls on the Earth, and this pull causes the oceans to cycle 
back and forth between high and low tides. The location of high and low tides 
changes as the Moon orbits Earth, changing the direction of the pull.

Explore open inquiry with the following questions

• If you did not know that the Moon reflected the Sun’s light and that 
the Moon orbits Earth, what would you conclude about how the 
shape of the Moon changes?

• Do you think we would divide time in months if there were no 
Moon?

• How do you think the oceans would change if the Moon’s orbit 
changed?

• What do you think would happen to Earth if the Moon was gone?

3.4 The Earth and the Sun

The Sun also affects conditions on Earth. Although Chapter 4 will cover the 
Sun in more detail, it is important in this section to discuss how the Sun 
interacts with Earth.

The Sun provides energy for all life. On Earth, the Sun’s light energy is 
converted to food energy through photosynthesis. Discuss how the Sun’s 
energy is the source of fuel for all life.

Lead a discussion about how the Sun affects Earth’s tides and weather. Sun 
storms cause disturbances in electric and magnetic fields that can have a 
profound effect on conditions on Earth.
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3.5 Eclipses

An eclipse is a fascinating event to witness. When the Earth passes in 
between the Sun and Moon, a lunar eclipse occurs, and when the Moon 
passes between the Sun and Earth, we get a solar eclipse. Both types of 
eclipses can give us valuable information about the Earth, Moon, and Sun.

Discuss the two different types of eclipses with your students.

3.6 Summary

Discuss the main points of the chapter.

• A planet is defined as a celestial body that has enough mass 
to generate its own gravity, has cleared its orbit, and orbits a 
Sun. The Earth meets all of these criteria.

• The Earth’s axis is tilted to one side rather than being parallel 
to the Sun. This tilt, called orbital obliquity, gives us seasons. 
The Earth also rotates around its axis once every 24 hours 
giving us day and night.

• The Moon is the celestial body that orbits Earth. The Moon’s 
name is derived from the Greek word for month because our 
moon orbits the Earth about once every month. The length 
of time it takes other moons to orbit their planets varies.

• The Earth orbits the Sun. The Sun gives Earth the energy that 
is needed for food producing plants to grow and contributes 
to our seasonal weather patterns and tidal activity.
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In this experiment students will use 
a basketball, ping-pong ball, and 
flashlight to model how lunar and 
solar eclipses occur. Have students 
read the experiment and determine 
what they think they will learn by 
doing this activity. Then have them fill 
in the Objective section.

Help the students write a hypothesis. 
Have the students think about what 
might or might not occur when 
they do the experiment. A possible 
hypothesis is given.

Students will need to place the 
basketball some distance away from 
an illuminated flashlight. The students 
will be holding the ping-pong ball 
and walking back and forth between 
the flashlight and basketball.

This exercise can also be performed 
by more than one student at a time, 
having the basketball, flashlight, and 
ping-pong ball each held by a student.

The point of the experiment is for 
the students to see how a shadow is 
cast by an object passing between 
either the Moon or the Earth and the 
Sun. It may take some time to find 
the location of the ping-pong ball 
that will result in a shadow falling 
on the basketball. Have the students 
note where they must place the ping-
pong ball in respect to the flashlight 
in order to create a shadow. The 
ping-pong ball cannot be too high 
or too low, but needs to be in direct 
alignment with the flashlight.

Experiment 3: Lunar and Solar Eclipses Date:

Objective To examine the difference between lunar and solar eclipses 

(Answers may vary.)

Hypothesis The ping-pong ball must be in direct alignment with the 

flashlight to block the light falling on the basketball.  

(Answers may vary.)

Materials

basketball
ping-pong ball
flashlight
empty toilet paper tube
tape
scissors
a dark room 

Experiment

 In this experiment you will observe the difference between lunar and 
solar eclipses. 

	In a dark room, place the basketball on top of one end of a toilet 
paper tube that is sitting upright on the floor. The toilet paper tube 
will hold the basketball in place. 

	With the flashlight, walk several feet away from the basketball. Turn 
on the flashlight, and point it towards the basketball. While keeping 
the basketball illuminated, lay the flashlight on the floor.

	Holding the ping-pong ball, adjust it so that the ping-pong ball is 
between the flashlight and the illuminated basketball. Note the 
shadow that is cast on the basketball. 
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	Move the ping-pong ball up until there is no shadow on the 
basketball. 

	Now lower the ping-pong ball until there is no shadow on the 
basketball. 

�	Move the ping-pong ball in an “orbit” around the basketball. Observe 
where the ping-pong ball needs to be in order for the basketball to 
cast a shadow on the ping-pong ball. 

�	In the Results section, draw several of the “orbits” that you are 
testing, and note whether or not the ping-pong ball casts a shadow 
on the basketball or the basketball casts a shadow on the ping-
pong ball (see the example below). You will need to spend some time 
“playing” with the ping-pong ball to observe where shadows occur.  

Results

Example

flashlight
shadow

ping-pong ball

no shadow

shadow
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Conclusions

Based on your observations, discuss how a lunar eclipse occurs.

Based on your observations, explain how a solar eclipse occurs. 

Help the students write conclusions 
about what they observed. Have them 
note what happened if the ping-pong 
ball was out of alignment with the 
flashlight or basketball.
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Review

Answer the following:
(Answers may vary.)

 ` The word planet comes from the Greek word         planetai       which 
means             wanderer            .

 ` To qualify as a planet, a celestial body must meet the following criteria:

orbit a sun

have its own gravity

have a cleared orbit

have a spherical shape

 ` Define orbital obliquity and explain why this gives us seasons. 

The tilt of the Earth’s axis, 23 degrees from center

The seasons occur as the Earth tilts towards or away from the Sun

 ` The word moon comes from the Greek word           menas           
which means           month                . The Moon completes an orbit 
of the Earth every    27      days.

 ` A lunar eclipse occurs when   the Earth passes between the Sun and Moon

 ` A solar eclipse occurs when   the Moon passes between the Sun and Earth
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FOCUS ON MIDDLE SCHOOL ASTRONOMY LESSON PLAN

Overview
Teaching Real Science-4-Kids is as easy as 1-2-3. 

1. Introduce content.

2. Perform an experiment.

3. Make connections. 

RS4K comes in easy-to-use modules that focus on a 
particular subject. Each subject module is designed to 
introduce your child to one of the foundational building 
blocks of science. Once your child has been introduced 
to these foundational subjects, he or she can build their 
science education from the ground up, understanding, 
mastering, and quickly learning new science information. 

The lesson plan
This is a weekly lesson plan that will walk you through the 
middle school curriculum. There are 20 weeks of instruction 
for each subject module. You can teach the 20 weeks in one 
semester or one year depending on the age of your child. 

You decide how fast or slow to go with your child.  If you 
are not sure about the pace, start slowly. It is better that 
your child learns fewer “facts” with more understanding 
than be overwhelmed by too much information. You also 
don’t want to slow down an advanced learner. Here is a 
suggested guideline.

 ♦ Age 10-11: a subject module (20 weeks) in one year. 

 ♦ Age 12-13: a subject module in one semester, combining 
two weeks of the Lesson Plan into one week of study.

Each week is divided into three sections: content, experiment, 
and connections.  

1. The content directs your child to learn the scientific “facts” 
in each subject. 

2. The experiment allows your child to learn the steps of the 
scientific method.

3. Connections between science and language, history, 
philosophy, technology, and art are explored. 

You can modify the Lesson Plan as desired. There is no 
“wrong” way to teach science. Let your child explore, 
investigate, ask questions, examine, and observe everything 
they find interesting. The middle school age group is about 
bringing what they’ve learned through experience and play 
into a formal scientific framework.  

In the Connections section of this Lesson Plan, there are many 
suggestions for additional study meant to engage you and 
your child in further explorations of science. These are open 
inquiry questions, so don’t worry about trying to form “right” 
answers. Instead, these are suggestions for exploration, and 
exploration is the first step in learning. 

Every chapter has been aligned to the National Science Standards. 
(taken from the National Science Education Standards (1996) and the  
Framework for K-12 Science Education (2012) National Academies Press.)

Before you begin
 ♦ Open the teacher’s manuals for the subject modules 

you have purchased. 

 ♦ Look at the materials list for each subject module. 

 ♦ Using a large container or bin, collect the non-
perishable items from the lists. Organize the items in 
your container. This will help you be prepared for the 
experiments for each subject module. 

Look through this Lesson Plan which is easy to use and will 
help you organize your child’s study. 

Need Help?
We are here to help you! 

We have several support options available. 

If you like online communities, we have a Yahoo group that 
discusses experiments, ideas, and even provides contacts for 
resale of RS4K curriculum. 

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/RealScience4Kids/

RS4K has a Facebook Fanpage where you can meet other 
RS4K users and ask questions directly to Dr. Keller. 

http://www.facebook.com/rebecca.w.keller

You can email us and talk to our friendly staff who will be 
happy to help you with any questions you might have.  

office@gravitaspublications.com



Week Chapter

Experiment

Connections

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

DAY 5

Notes

DAY 4

2 | Real Science-4-Kids

Content Have your child read Chapter 1. Allow open discussion and let your 
child ask questions. Explore questions using the internet or library. 

Have your child perform Experiment 1:  Constellations. 

Use the additional information in the Teacher’s Manual to guide the 
experiment.

Discuss the word celestial. Have your child do an internet or library 
search and write the defi nitions of this word and where it came 
from (etymology). 

Language

Who was the astronaut Sally Ride and what contributions did she 
make to science and science education?

History

Have your student review what they learned about the history of 
astronomy. Ask them why they think the change of belief system 
from geocentricity to heliocentricity was diffi  cult for people.

Philosophy

1 1   What Is Astronomy?



Experiment

Connections

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Review DAY 5

Standards

DAY 4

 FOCUS ON MIDDLE SCHOOL ASTRONOMY LESSON PLAN | 3

Week Chapter

Discuss the conclusions from Experiment 1. 

Discuss and perform any modifi cations for the experiment.

Have a discussion about technology and astronomy. What 
technologies do we have today that ancient astronomers did not? 
How has this changed what we know of the cosmos?

Technology

Exam. 

Have your student take the Chapter 1 quiz online or print it out.

Have a discussion about art and astronomy. How does astronomy 
play a role in the arts? Does it have any infl uence on visual arts, 
writing, music, dance, fi lm, and theater? Other art forms?

Art

Have your student critically evaluate all they have learned 
this week. How does all of this information contribute to our 
understanding of astronomy?  

Critical Thinking

2 1   What Is Astronomy?

Science as Inquiry - Content Standard A

Th ink critically and logically to make relationships between evidence and explanations. 

Earth/Space Science - Content Standard D

Earth is part of a solar system.

Science and Technology - Content Standard E

Science and technology are reciprocal. Science helps drive technology and technology is essential to 
science.

History and Nature of Science - Content Standard G

Science has a history and people have been studying nature through science for a long time. 

From the National Science Education Standards (1996) and the  Framework for K-12 Science Education (2012) National Academies Press. 
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Week Chapter

Experiment

Connections

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

DAY 5

Notes

DAY 4

4 | Real Science-4-Kids

Content

Who was the philosopher and astronomer al-Battani and 
what did he discover about eclipses? What later thinkers and 
scientists did he infl uence?

Philosophy 

Discuss the word obliquity. Have your child do an internet or 
library search and write the defi nitions of this word and where 
it came from (etymology). 

Language

Look up the history of solar eclipses. What eff ects did solar 
eclipses have on diff erent cultures in the past, and what stories are 
told about eclipses? 

History

5 3   Earth in Space

Have your child read Chapter 3. Allow open discussion and let your 
child ask questions. Explore questions using the internet or library. 

Have your child perform Experiment 3:  Lunar and Solar Eclipses. 

Use the additional information in the Teacher’s Manual to guide the 
experiment. 



Experiment

Connections

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

Review DAY 5

Standards

DAY 4

 FOCUS ON MIDDLE SCHOOL ASTRONOMY LESSON PLAN | 5

Week Chapter

In 1954 George Devol invented he fi rst digital and programmable 
robot. How has robotics advanced since then, what do robots do 
now, and what do you think they will do in the future?

Technology

Do you think robotics has had an infl uence on the arts - writing, 
fi lm, visual arts, dance, and other art forms? In what ways? Do 
you think robots could make art? Why or why not?

Art

Have your student critically evaluate all they have learned 
this week. How does all of this information contribute to our 
understanding of the Earth in space?  

Critical Thinking

6 3   Earth in Space

Discuss the conclusions from Experiment 3. 

Discuss and perform any modifi cations for the experiment.

Exam. 

Have your student take the Chapter 3 quiz online or print it out.

Science as Inquiry - Content Standard A

Science advances through legitimate skepticism. Asking questions and querying other scientists’ 
explanations is part of scientifi c inquiry.

Earth/Space Science - Content Standard D

Earth has unique features that distinguish it from other planets. 

Science and Technology - Content Standard E

Science and technology are reciprocal. Science helps drive technology and technology is essential to 
science.

History and Nature of Science - Content Standard G

Scientists formulate and test their explanations of nature using observation, experiments, and models.  

From the National Science Education Standards (1996) and the  Framework for K-12 Science Education (2012) National Academies Press. 
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This study folder is an aid to help you memorize key words/terminologies and 

definitions.  To use this guide simply write the missing word(s) in the empty 

spaces within each sentence.  Some definitions require more description which 

may need to be in the form of a sentence defining the word(s).  Some sections 

of the chapter ask you to draw pictures and label them.  To assemble the Study 

Folder, begin by cutting out each Student Chapter Note section along the line 

labeled                           then glue that cut out page onto one of the sections of 

your manila folder provided in this kit.  Use the front and back of the tri-fold 

folder.  (Note: If you downloaded this file, you will need to purchase two manila 

folders separately.)  Some pages have Note Flappers and some have Book Flap-

pers associated with them, and these flappers will be cut out individually. Simp-

ly match the TAB number or LABEL on the Note/Book Flapper with the TAB 

number or LABEL on the chapter page.  There are some Note Flappers that 

STACK on top of each other in some chapters, and these will be labeled as 

such.  The kit contains two manila folders, the student note pages and a teach-

er’s answer key.  The Student Chapter Note sections 1-5 will be glued onto one 

folder and chapters 6-10 onto the second folder.  Each tri-fold folder will pro-

vide FIVE sections to glue the Student Chapter Note sections onto.  Use the re-

maining blank section of each folder for additional notes.  Remember this is 

YOUR personal Study Folder.   Make as many notes in it as you like.  Have fun 

learning! 

CUT HERE 

Open your manila folder 

Now make two NEW folds about 
1/3 away from the center fold. 

ce
n

te
r 

ce
n

te
r 

fold here 1/3 from 

Original center 

Glue one cut out Student Chapter 
Note section to one of the FIVE 
folded sections.  Use both sides. 

We recommend only gluing one Student Chapter 
Note section at a time as it is being discussed. 
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 Greek Word roots       Definitions 

Astronomy means “to                           or                          the                 ”            

CHAPTER 1:  WHAT IS ASTRONOMY? 
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1 

1.1A 

“                                  ” 

“                             ” 

1.1B What is the name for a scientist who assigns names to  
                                                               and studies how they exist?            

    North Star-   
 

1.2A 
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Understanding how the Sun           affects our        
 weather requires knowledge of                                                     
 and                              fields. 
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          c 3 

1.3A 

1.3B 

1.3C 

Draw a representation of a heliocentric solar system 1.4C 
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Note Flappers for Chapter 1 

CUT HERE 

CUT HERE 
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     An Italian scientist considered to be the first modern 
     astronomer. He used the telescope to look at the planets,   
     and he confirmed a radical new view of the solar system.                                         
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CUT HERE 

          Use the 
space to the right 
to draw the 
constellation 
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1.4A 

     First to propose the geocentric view [Earth-centered        
     universe] of the world. He was a Greek philosopher and    
     studied motion and other physical laws.                                         

     Greek astronomer and mathematician; believed in a  
     Heliocentric cosmos. 

     The astronomer who reintroduced the idea of a  
      heliocentric cosmos. 

It looks like a  
h_________ with 
a ___________, 
a ___________ 
and a _________. 

         The cosmos, or  ____________  system,  includes our  _________  
         and the ___________________ around it. 

of 

 Write the name of the philosopher, scientist or astronomer who is described below: 

1 

2 

3 
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Cut out each Note Flapper individually, then glue it on the Chapter 1 page,  

matching the TAB number(s) and the “GLUE TAB HERE” label(s). 

1.2C 

CUT HERE 

1.2B 
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1.4B 
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CHAPTER 3:  EARTH IN SPACE 
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      What is the shape of the Earth? 

 

 

 

 

                    
Earth rotates on a tilted______.  
This  tilt is called o___________  
o_______________.   
The rotation of Earth on its 
_________ gives us ________ 
and __________  
and creates  
the different seasons. 

At the equator, Earth is ________km (__________ miles) 

        Orbital obliquity– the tilt of the Earth’s axis 

 Between the North Pole and South pole, it is 
_________kilometers (____________miles) in diameter.  

3.2B 

           

Draw the Earth and show the tilt of the Earth’s axis 
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3.3B  The  Moon contributes to the _______  and the fall of    
 ocean ________.  

 

What does the Sun 

provide            with? 

 

 

 

The Sun contributes to          ‘s 

 

and 

 

 

                        activity. 

3.5 

 

 

3.4 

 
 

 1 

 2 

Share your answers with an adult family member.     Initials: ____________ 

See summary section 3.6 

Sun 
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     The Earth rotates on a tilted axis.  What is this tilt called?  3 

      What gives us night and day? 
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Day _ Day _  Day _ Day _  Day _  Day _  Day _  Day _ 

 Waning 

 Gibbous 

 Last  

Quarter 

 Waning 

 Crescent 
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3.3A 

Write the number of the day and draw the phase of the Moon that goes with it. 

        As the Moon ______ the Earth       

        and as both the Earth and the     

        Moon ______ the Sun, the    

        appearance of the Moon changes. 
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Cut out each Note Flapper individually, then glue it on the Chapter 3 page,  

matching the TAB number(s) and the “GLUE TAB HERE” label(s). 

Note Flappers for Chapter 3 

 

CUT HERE 
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 New Moon  Waxing  

Crescent 

 First  

Quarter 

 Full 

Moon 

 Waxing       

 Gibbous 
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                        is a planet. 

          r 
           
3 It has cleared its  

              1 It rotates around the                

           
2 It has enough mass to have its own  

The force exerted by objects on one another. 

The word planet       Greek word 

means        “_______________.” 



 Name ________________________      Date ________________ 

Focus On Middle School Astronomy, Chapter 1
Quiz for Chapter 1, Middle School Astronomy (20 questions, 10 points each, 200 points total)

1.  A geocentric view of the world was first proposed by Aristotle and was the dominant belief
held by most people for many centuries. (10 points)

 

True

False

2.  Who was the first to propose a geocentric view of the universe? (10 points)

 

Aristotle

Nicolaus Copernicus

Galileo

Aristarchus of Samos

3.  It was almost 200 years from the time when the idea of a heliocentric cosmos was first
introduced by Aristarchus to when it was reintroduced by Nicolaus Copernicus. (10 points)

 

True

False

4.  What is the name of the view of the universe that considers Earth to be the true center of
the universe? (10 points)

 

Geocentric

Geometric

Eccentric

Heliocentric

5.  Who was the first to propose a heliocentric view of the world? (10 points)

 

Galileo

Nicolaus Copernicus

Aristarchus of Samos

Artistotle

6.  Aristarchus of Samos was rejected by astronomers because his proposal of a heliocentric
cosmos seemed to contradict everyday observations. (10 points)

 

True

False



7.  For modern astronomers to understand how the planets move, they need to know the
physics behind what three things? (10 points)

 

Gravity

Friction

Electrons

Mass

Inertia

8.  Which two fields of science do modern astronomers use to help them understand the
astronomical data they have collected? (10 points)

 

Physics and astronomy

Astronomy and geology

Biology and chemistry

Chemistry and physics

9.  Orion the Hunter is a constellation of stars that can be seen from the southern hemisphere
from December through March. (10 points)

 

True

False

10.  Which two civilizations created sophisticated calendars by observing the planetary cycles?
(10 points)

 

Incan

Egyptian

Roman

Mayan

Greek

11.  The constellation names derived from Greek mythology have changed a lot since 1000 BC
(BCE). (10 points)

 

True

False

12.  Understanding how the Sun affects our weather requires knowledge of magnetic and electric
fields. (10 points)

 

True

False



13.  What are some of the tools astronomers use when studying the planets and stars?
(10 points)

 

Radios

Magnifying lens

Cameras

Telescopes

Microscopes

14.  Many early civilizations used the stars and the movements of celestial bodies as tools to
measure time. What did the Sumerians of Babylonia use to create the first lunar calendar?
(10 points)

 

The North Star

Constellations

Observations of the planetary cycles

Phases of the Moon

15.  "Geo" comes from the Greek word "ge" which means "earth" or "land." (10 points)

 

True

False

16.  Understanding how stars give off heat and light energy requires knowing the chemistry
behind nuclear reactions. (10 points)

 

True

False

17.  Celestial bodies and the movements of the stars were not used by many early civilizations as
tools to measure time. (10 points)

 

True

False

18.  A heliocentric cosmos is a view of the universe with _________. (10 points)

 

the Earth as the central point and the Sun and planets orbiting the Earth.

the Moon as the central point and the Sun and planets orbiting the Moon.

the Sun as the central point and the Earth and planets orbiting the Sun.

19.  Name the Italian scientist who first used the telescope to look at the planets, and who is
considered to be the first modern astronomer. (10 points)

 

Nicolaus Copernicus

Galileo

Aristarchus of Samos



Aristotle

20. The word astronomy literally means "to assign or arrange the stars." (10 points)
True

False

Answer Sheet

Focus On Middle School Astronomy, Chapter 1
Quiz for Chapter 1, Middle School Astronomy (20 questions, 10 points each, 200 points total)

True1.

Aristotle2.

False3.

Geocentric4.

Aristarchus of Samos5.

True6.

Gravity, Mass, Inertia7.

Chemistry and physics8.

False9.

Incan, Mayan10.

False11.

True12.

Radios, Cameras, Telescopes13.

Phases of the Moon14.

True15.

True16.

False17.

the Sun as the central point and the Earth and planets orbiting the Sun.18.

Galileo19.

True20.



 Name ________________________      Date ________________ 

Focus On Middle School Astronomy, Chapter 3
Quiz for Chapter 3, Middle School Astronomy (20 questions, 10 points each, 200 points total)

1.  What are the qualifications of a planet?
(10 points)

 

must have an equator of 7,926 miles in diameter

must have cleared its orbit of other celestial bodies

must orbit a sun

must have enough mass to have its own gravity

2.  As humans we are very small compared to the Earth, so our gravitational force (the force
exerted by objects on one another) does affect the Earth. (10 points)

 

True

False

3.  A lunar eclipse occurs when the Moon passes directly behind the Earth and the Earth blocks
the Sun's rays from illuminating the Moon. (10 points)

 

True

False

4.  What are some of the dramatic effects that the Moon creates while orbiting the Earth?
(10 points)

 

stabilizes the tilt and rotation of Earth

contributes to the activity of the tides

provides Earth with energy

exerts gravitational forces on the Earth

5.  Beginning with the new moon at day zero, the Moon enters the full moon phase by what
day? (10 points)

 

26

22

14

18

6.  What shape is the Earth? (10 points)



 

flat

spherical

elliptical

none of the above

7.  What are the 2 types of eclipses that can occur? (10 points)

 

solstice

elliptical

lunar

solar

8.  What is the phase of the Moon called on Day 18? (10 points)

 

waxing crescent moon

waning crescent moon

waning gibbous moon

waxing gibbous moon

9.  All of life requires energy from the Sun in the form of light and heat energy in order to do
which of the following?

(10 points)

 

move

reproduce

grow

eat

all of the above

10.  Earth rotates on a tilted axis. What is this tilt called? (10 points)

 

waning cresent

spherical mass

orbital obliquity

lunar eclipse

11.  The Moon stablizes the tilt and rotation of the Earth.
(10 points)

 

True

False

12.  The Moon does not contribute to the rise and fall of the ocean tides. (10 points)



 

True

False

13.  How many degrees are the North and South Poles tilted from center? (10 points)

 

43 degrees

230 degrees

3 degrees

23 degrees

14.  Special glasses or projection techniques must always be used to view a solar eclipse because
it damages the eyes to look at a solar eclipse directly without protection. (10 points)

 

True

False

15.  As the Moon orbits the Earth, the appearance of the Moon changes. Match the day with the
name of the moon phase. (10 points)

 

_____ Day 14

_____ Day 7

_____ Day 22

_____ Day 0

 

a. first quarter moon

b. full moon

c. last quarter moon

d. new moon

16.  Not only does the Sun power our planet, it also interacts with the Earth, affecting tides,
weather, and even our magnetic field. (10 points)

 

True

False

17.  "Space weather" does not have any affect on our weather on Earth. (10 points)

 

True

False

18.  The Moon and the Earth interact with each other through long range gravitational forces.
(10 points)

 

True

False



19. A moon is any celestial body that orbits a planet. A moon is also called a natural satellite.
(10 points)

True

False

20. The Earth is a planet. The word planet means "wanderer." (10 points)
True

False

Answer Sheet

Focus On Middle School Astronomy, Chapter 3
Quiz for Chapter 3, Middle School Astronomy (20 questions, 10 points each, 200 points total)

must have cleared its orbit of other celestial bodies, must orbit a sun, must have enough

mass to have its own gravity

1.

False2.

3. True

stabilizes the tilt and rotation of Earth, contributes to the activity of the tides, exerts

gravitational forces on the Earth

4.

145.

spherical6.

lunar, solar7.

waning gibbous moon8.

all of the above9.

orbital obliquity10.

True11.

False12.

23 degrees13.

True14.

b, a, c, d15.

True16.

False17.

True18.

True19.

True20.



 Name ________________________      Date ________________ 

Focus On Middle School Astronomy Midterm 1, Chapters 1-5
Midterm quiz For Chapters 1-5, Middle School Astronomy, (20 questions, 10 points each, 200 
points total)
Sample questions Chapters 1 & 3

1. What is the name of the view of the universe that considers Earth to be the true center of
the universe? (10 points)

Geometric

Heliocentric

Eccentric

Geocentric

4. The Sun interacts with Earth, affecting tides and weather, but it does not affect our magnetic
field. (10 points)

True

False

11. If you were to look at the planetary axis of the Earth, you would see that the North and
South Poles are tilted about... (10 points)

24 degrees from center.

34 degrees from center.

23 degrees from center.

30 degrees from center.

15. A gibbous moon is between a full moon and a quarter moon. The word gibbous means
"marked by convexity or swelling," so a gibbous moon is a moon that looks "small".
(10 points)

True

False

18. A heliocentric cosmos is a view of the universe with the... (10 points)
Sun as the central point and the Earth and planets orbiting the Sun.

Earth as the central point and the Sun and planets orbiting the Sun.

Moon as the central point and the Sun and planets orbiting the Sun.



Answer Sheet

Focus On Middle School Astronomy Midterm 1, Chapters 1-5
Midterm quiz For Chapters 1-5, Middle School Astronomy, (20 questions, 10 points each, 200 
points total)
Sample questions Chapters 1 & 3

Geocentric1.

False4.

23 degrees from center.11.

False15.

Sun as the central point and the Earth and planets orbiting the Sun.18.




